Requirements for level 5:

Portfolio:
- 9 GenRad critiques
- 13 GenRad comps
- 19 CT critiques
- 3 CT comps
- 9 validations
- Biweekly formative evaluations
  - All of these numbers above could vary widely; all they need is to complete all required cases for the program

Focus on:
- Organization, complete competence
- Have them “make the call” but always be available
- Knowing the department flow – can they work a midnight alone the day after they graduate?
- Speed & efficiency

Keep in mind:
- ASK students what they need to help them advocate for their cases
- They are writing Capstone exams every couple of weeks that are really tough to study for, and for most is incredibly stressful
- This term is a huge interview for them; ask them what they need to succeed in clinical and to be hire-able at graduation